Over the last two decades, deep brain stimulation has become widely accepted as a treatment for Parkinson's disease, dystonia and tremor, and its use is increasing in disorders such as obsessivecompulsive disorder, depression and pain. The primary objective is always to achieve symptom suppression with few or no side effects; in other words, to attain as wide a therapeutic window as possible. In the past, efforts to achieve this were focused largely on ensuring accurate electrode placement, be it with the help of imaging and/or with microelectrode recordings. Excellent results can be obtained in this way, but unwanted side effects still occur in 13% of patients (Deuschl et al., 2006) . Today, a number of new technologies are under development to address this problem. In this issue of Brain, Pollo et al. present data from a randomized clinical trial in which one of these approachesdirectional stimulation-produces a wider therapeutic window than traditional methods (Pollo et al., 2014) .
To put this result into context, it is worth reviewing, albeit briefly, some of the other strategies that are under development with the aim of maximizing therapeutic benefit while minimizing side effects.
Demand pacemakers
Currently, most pacemakers deliver stimulation continuously at a fixed rate, in what is a rather simple but nevertheless effective therapy. However, constant stimulation can incur unwanted side effects by spreading to other fibre tracts or by disrupting normal brain signals embedded in pathological activity. Alteration of such 'normal' signals may affect emotion or cognition, for example. By targeting stimulation specifically to abnormal oscillations, it may be possible to apply stimulation intermittently and thus allow normal signals to re-emerge. Indeed, there is evidence that symptom suppression may be better with such intermittent stimulation than with continuous stimulation (Little et al., 2013) .
Other prospects include a pacemaker with telemetric capabilities, which could aid the identification of pathological markers in various disorders (Medtronic PC-S). Pacemakers that respond to posture could also reduce side effects, as in the case of spinal cord stimulation where lower levels of stimulation may be required in the supine position than in the upright position. Such pacemakers use directional accelerometers to determine movement and position.
Novel stimulator and electrode arrays
The Boston Scientific Vercise TM implant is capable of providing stimulation at up to two independent frequencies, assigned to any of its 16 contacts. Although stimulation is not directional, it is thought that the use of two frequencies may produce better therapeutic effects with fewer side effects. The implant is under evaluation for the treatment of Parkinson's disease, and simultaneously delivered stimulation at 132 Hz in the thalamus and 10 Hz in the periventricular grey area has been used in a case of phantom limb pain (Sims-Williams et al., 2013) .
Imaging
At present, structural MRI is usually used for targeting electrodes.
Although not yet fully evaluated, the use of diffusion tensor imaging may improve results by allowing specific parts of a nucleus that are connected to another region or possibly part of a network to be targeted, rather than just the nucleus itself (van Hartevelt et al., 2014) . As demonstrated in tumour surgery, diffusion tensor imaging can be used to identify fibre tracts that, if stimulated, would induce side effects, so that these can be avoided. It is also possible to somatotopically identify the best electrode position within homogeneous structures such as the thalamus (Hyam et al., 2012) .
Interleaving or shaped stimulation
This technology was introduced by Medtronic and allows for two contacts to vary in amplitude and pulse width but have the same frequency. It does allow for some 'shaping' of the current field and is reported to help in stimulation of the subthalamic nucleus, globus pallidus and thalamus. However, it still produces an omnidirectional pattern of stimulation. The technology drains battery life, but with rechargeable pacemakers this is no longer such an issue. Although advantages of such stimulation have been reported in the literature, the technology has not yet been studied systematically.
Postoperative programming based on images of electrode locations
Traditionally, programming has been based on a physician or specialist nurse using a 'trial and error' method to determine the best parameters. Those with experience will often follow a particular set of principles such as always trying particular contacts first or basing stimulation on intraoperative findings, at least to begin with. However, technology is now emerging that can collate information on electrode positions with clinical effect and provide a visual representation of the electrical field related to the nucleus being stimulated. Such examples include the Boston Scientific Guide DBS TM system and the Medtronic Optivise TM system.
Directional stimulation
A good clinical response is sometimes limited by the proximity of the contacts to structures adjacent to the target. An electrode may be placed in the subthalamic nucleus, for example, but if it is too close to the capsule, stimulation will induce side effects within the therapeutic window. To overcome this problem, technology companies have produced alternative electrode configurations, such as splitting the ring contacts into two or three (an approach under development by various companies), or even arranging 32 contacts in an array resembling a fish-scale (Sapiens). Experimentally, the latter has been shown to offer directionality in the primate (Martens et al., 2011) , as well as in a clinical case series (Schuurman et al., 2013) in which it was also possible to record local field potentials from multiple contacts for better localization.
Pollo et al. evaluated the simpler split-ring electrode configuration intraoperatively in a series of patients with Parkinson's disease or essential tremor. Essentially, having confirmed the target with microelectrode recordings, they passed a split electrode array (directStim Aleva Neurotherapeutics) to the target and studied patients in which there was no microlesioning effect. Due to the smaller size of the electrodes, the current required to produce a therapeutic effect was significantly smaller than in a standard configuration. Pollo et al. have shown clearly that directionality is possible in an intraoperative setting, and that it has the potential to widen the therapeutic window. They should be congratulated for a number of reasons. Firstly, the world of neuromodulation has become swollen over the past decade with companies offering everincreasing 'advances' in technology that are driven largely by engineers and are aggressively marketed as 'superior' to existing technology. Although these 'advances' are always good to see (and often very clever), there is frequently a lack of objective evidence to support their use, especially with the increased costs that they entail. Such examples include 'burst' technology in spinal cord stimulation, and high frequency stimulation. Pollo et al. have bucked the trend in that they have set out to evaluate the therapeutic effects of a new technology at the conceptual stage. This allows the technology to be abandoned if it does not work or for more refinements to be made to improve it before further development. Secondly, they should be congratulated for the quality of their study. Good quality randomized, blinded trials are difficult and seldom in neurosurgery and this one adds significantly to the literature.
Future directions
In the future it would seem that a combination of all the technologies described above will lead to better outcomes with deep brain stimulation. However, with ever increasing numbers of contacts and electrode combinations, manual programming will become impossible. It may well be that a visual representation incorporating imaging and virtual rendering of tissue activation will be the way forward. Surgical techniques may have to be modified to take into consideration the fact that careful intraoperative alignment of best contacts must be maintained after fixation, as rotation of the electrode could abolish these.
Deep brain stimulation in its current form is beyond the economic resources of most of the world's population. This situation will not be helped by the increased production costs of cutting edge technology, which means that a large proportion of the world's population will probably not benefit from these new advances, at least in the medium term. For financial reasons, therefore, conventional deep brain stimulation will remain the therapy of choice for many patients.
